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Wave Energy as Storage
By Ian Jordan
For The Wave Power Association in Denmark.

As a member of the Board of Wave Power Association in Denmark, I have been asked to give a 
presentation on energy in waves and running water energy of nature around us.

Natural energy sources such as solar, wind, running water, tides, falling water and waves are 
movements that we either exploit, looking at or just relate to.
One is the presence another thing is the potential.

Denmark is geografical a large delta of the river from the Baltic Sea, where water passes and winds 
from the west blows . We are surrounded by opportunities. But that's only options we utilize in a 
limited extent, in relation to potential.

Flowing water from all Balticum via the Baltic Sea and the Danish river arms also called Oeresund, 
the Great Belt and the Little Belt runs just straight through.

Tidal flood every 2 times a day, as tidal elsewhere, is not exploited.
Through Juvre Deep, Knude Deep , Lister Deep and Grådyb at Esbjerg water falls in and out year 
after year.

Hydropower as in Norway we have only built in Greenland and on the Faero Islands . In this 
country you can only see the Gudenå Centralen at Lake Tange, supplying nature powered energy on
the grid as a modern mega windmill.

Pumped power plants is something you have in Germany, if you ask. Although we have areas with 
satisfactory highs for water storage.

Waves especially on the west coast of Jutland erote our shores while we just looked at it . While 
tons of water mixed with sand pumps up and down .

Wind power on the other hand has been able to develop. And it's really weird when there are so 
many more kilowatts in the mowing waters around us..

We are surrounded by the forces of nature only waiting to be used.

Many inventors have therefore been devoted to develop machines that could tame nature. And 
among that waves, which regular follow wind at the sea. We actually get waves coming in from the 
North Atlantic most of the year.

In the recent years several promising plant have been build , both as test models and as half 
prototypes. But politically and economically, they have been struggling. There is only little 
attention.

In The Wave Power Association, we now have over 80 different danish ideas for machines that can 
draw energy out of the sea pumping movements. Unfortunately, only a few had the capital to go 
beyond the design and modeling phases. However, alle the projects have shown very promising 
results.

Here at the Folk Centre we were premature in a testside at Nissum Bredning few kilometers away, 
where models have been tested and adjusted before various prototypes have been built.



By now 20 years.

It is the tide waters and waves in our sea that have generated ideas to the many inventors who in 
recent years have tryed to uncover the forces and potential, because the sea is a heavy opponent and
engines and technology must be able to tackle many challenges.

A wave machine must, besides collecting energy be able to keep running in icy in winter waters 
,and expect ship collision throughout the year, could be storm secured, tolerate waste and sand in 
the water and be built by so solid materials that you can also count on a lifetime in 4½ percent 
saltwater.
In addition comes the anchor problems and the landfall of energy.

Not all machines can do the test. Then model tests have been primarily investigating for several 
simple parameters.

As in agriculture for example , where the tractors in the 1930s was very different. Today they are 
very similar. The time has found the best solutions and the best constructions.

Danish wave machines are either of type overtopping or points absorbers , that jumps up and down 
in the tons of heavy waves. And from there the pulsating movements are transformed into a rotor 
movement to pull the machines or a generators
.
Wave power can produce electricity like a windmill.
And electricity of every qvality can then be used .

The problem in natural forses is to save energy for periods when there is needed the most. So waves
at night can be cept and used as energy in the morning. And too much energy produced by storms 
should preferably be smoothed for the next few days.

We have electrical battery banks, pumping plants, cables ashore or to the HVDC grid, producing 
hydrogen, producing drinking water, high pressure stores, and many other ways.

Some suggest to pump salt water up an the shores and up instored ponds, where there like the 
german stored power ponds can produce electricity. But intil now it requires local good heights in 
the nearby terrain.

Others will produce electricity via cables sent ashore and into the grid.

And still others will produce hydrogen via electrolysis on the site. And sending hydrogen via tubes 
to depots either on platforms or ashore.
The electrolysis has, however, the drawback that the salt water is not suitable for hydrogen 
production. Why the outcome of the electrolysis together with oxygen and hydrogen is sodium 
hydroxide (Na.OH) and Chlorine (Cl)
So, in this case, fresh water from the shore wia a tube or sailed to the position is essential..
Together with the electrolysis you also luses 75 percent of the energy. Since only 25 percent 
becomes hydrogen (brint).

The most interesting development is probably the American ion-based electromagnetic water 
treatment, which could ultimately provide millions with fresh drinking water.
Where the saline is pumped through a long pipe around which sits electromagnets. Salt particles in 
the water will then search the inside of the tube. The fresh water can then be caught in the middle of



the tube and pumped ashore.
And the process can operate just as qvikly as the pump can work.
The salty part becomes somewhat similar brine that can be sent to the ocean floor as it is heavier 
than normal saline. Or used for other purposes.

You can not compress water, but move water with compressed air like a rocket nozzle. The method 
is already used on large ships today exclusively use a water jet as the mowing systems. Wave 
machines and wind turbines could create the necessary amount of compressed air.

So water plus pressure equivalent to a hydroelectric plant with large the height of fall is another 
way to store energy. Some experimenting with in southern Germany in There Naturstromspeiche 
project. 

A variation of the ideas from pumping power plants.

A large pressure over a membrane ballon/
bag covered with many tons of sand are also in the game, but get enough problems with the 
materials' durability.
We have not seen anything about the project long time.

So storing energy from nature forces should be as short as possible in symbiosis with other back-up 
sources. Simply for the sake of the economy.
For that are ultimate choise there in the end determines development.

Moving power in the tidal zones with Francis turbine is known today from both England and 
especially France. So possible use in powerplants in forexample. Little Belt could supply the entire 
Denmark. But it probably requires first accepting water from the Baltic Sea as a river in the delta 
and not 3 longitudinal fjords.

So even though there are many forces stored in the moving water, it requires a lot of money, to 
realize machines and energy storage that can work with very slow moving tons of powerful forces, 
which necessarily must gear up to get the power out.

The new very slow moving giant wind turbines have now developed ring generators working at 
these speeds. What is new and very promising.

So the potential in Denmark is tide and streaming water in the inner waters and thousands of waves 
along til west coast of Jutland in the Nordsea.

Thanks for listening.
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